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Why talk about hydrogen?
Hydrogen in the gas grid creates a
virtual energy grid throughout
Europe and a fast, affordable way to
decarbonise energy.
H2 is emission-free, highest energy
gas per KG and a H2 pipeline carries
5 x energy in HV with no losses.

Agenda
1. Role of gas infrastructure in
energy transition
2. Technological advances with
hydrogen
3. Global energy industry support
for hydrogen
4. GIE key asks

We can make it, deliver and use it to
power Europe whilst decarbonising.
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Gases are essential to meet Paris
To meet Paris Targets:
EU Commission Green Deal
Deliver in first 100 days from 1 Nov 2019
• Deliver first EU Climate Law for carbon neutrality
• Instil a “climate culture in Europe”
• Higher emission cuts - 50% by 2030 (and lead int’l 55%)
• Commence Just Transition Fund in 1Q20
• 2030 strategies for Biodiversity and Zero Pollution
German Govt Dialogue Gas 2030 and package, last week
(largest population and economy in EU28)
• National Hydrogen Strategy
• Gas infrastructure to be adapted to take more hydrogen

Affordable decarbonisation cannot be achieved without using the gas infrastructure
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GIE – the Voice for Gas Infrastructure in Europe
EU28 market for hydrogen
GIE is the European representative association
for 70 members in 26 EU Member States.
Established in 2005.

GIE represents the sole interest of the
infrastructure industry in the gas business
under three columns:
Transmission (TSO)
Storage (SSO)
LNG (LSO)
GIE focus on the value created from our assets
for consumers and users.
GIE works in focused Working Groups under
the Annual Working Program
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Increasing recognition of end uses for hydrogen globally
Policies directly supporting H2 deployment by end
use (IEA Hydrogen report June 2019)
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Rapid developments in Hydrogen in Europe

Hydrogen is emerging as a credible alternative
to electricity:

• Storability in economic terms but also
performance and reliability
• Can be produced from a variety of sources
– flexibility of generation
• Range of end uses – flexibility in use:
heating and power in buildings; fuel cells
for vehicles, HDV, trains; heat for industrial
processes
• Quantity – Hydrogen Europe estimates 24%
EU energy needs by 2050
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Hydrogen Europe Roadmap: Hydrogen could provide 24% of total
energy demand by 2050
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Gas infrastructure facilitates the hydrogen grid
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Reliable, secure, affordable
energy supply throughout EU

infrastructure
Cost effective way
to decarbonise energy

LNG, storage and gas transmission – reliable energy
system connecting all Europe
Europe's Energy
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Data sources : European Environment Agency, ENTSOG TYNDP 2018, EuroStats 2016, GIE maps

GIE Member country
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Using gas infrastructure is a cost-effective way to
decarbonise energy
Estimated savings for EU, based on higher share of bio/synthetic gas
and use of gas infrastructure vs all-electric scenario:
• Pöyry 2018 Decarbonisation Study €94 Bn pa savings

• Ecofys (Navigant) 2018 Gas for Climate Study - €138 Bn pa savings
• Eurogas 2018 PRIMES Study - €335 Bn total savings
• Navigant 2019 Gas for Climate Study (update) - € 217 Bn pa saving
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Facilitates developed EU
energy market for all gases

integration
Enables sector
coupling/integration and
renewable energy storage

Gas For Climate study March 2019:
integrated energy system can become fully renewable
• Battery seasonal storage is unrealistic even
at strongly reduced costs.
• Full decarbonisation of high temp industrial
heat requires gas.
• Possible to sustainably scale-up renewable
gas at strongly reduced production costs.
• Blue hydrogen from natural gas with CCSU
can be a scalable and cost-effective
option.
• Potential for renewable hydrogen and
biomethane to meet 80% demand (270
bcm).
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Gas infrastructure can accommodate
renewable & decarbonised gases

innovation
Facilitates increased energy efficiency
with gas technology

Innovation - gas system can accommodate hydrogen
* Updated results due October 2019
• No technical/physical
bottlenecks to transport
H2 through whole gas
chain.

• Max in EU is Germany at
10% allowed – technical
DVGW standard moving to
20%.
• EoN full-scale tests aim for
20% for 500 dwellings.

Source: DBI 2018
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Needs new policy - key recommendations

Key policy recommendations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

EU to support the devt of H2 and other renewable/decarbonised gases.
Shift current silo approach to holistic planning.
Set targets for hydrogen for end users at EU level.
Support a roadmap for hydrogen.
Facilitate technology-neutral R&D.
Exempt H2 production from grid fees, electricity taxes or levies for operators.
Internalise efficiencies, security of supply and other positive externalities.
Establish alternative cost allocation approaches.
Enable trading with Guarantees of Origin.
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Thank you

